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Online Career Prediction - (XYZ Kumar)
Date of Birth : November 2, 1988 / Time of Birth : 5:10 AM / Place of Birth : Gaya,Bihar,India

REPORT INTRODUCTION

V

edic Astrology is an ancient behavioral analysis and forecasting system. It employs a diagram of the positions of the planets relative to the
earth and sky based on the date, time and place of birth of a person. This is known as the Birth chart or the Natal Chart. An astrologer

reviews this chart to nd information about an individual's disposition and character, strengths and weaknesses and may foretell events in a
person's life.
Astrology helps people make right decisions. The summary of the Professional Pro le has been made on the basis of the planetary
con gurations of your natal birth chart.

Your Natural A nity for Career/Profession

W

e all have some Natural A nity to handle our professional life. These A nity are important part of our personality. Planet Sun is natural
signi er (Karaka) for your Career, Profession and Social Status. This will be decided by your Vedic Zodiac Sun-Sign that you will have

natural a nity for what kind of career and profession.
Your Vedic Sun Sign is LIBRA
You will excel in any kind of consultancy or advisory work. You may have special skill to succeed in profession like public relation, Legal or
medical profession. In business you can deal in liquid items, industrial and technical goods. You can be successful in any kind of entertainment
business connected with any media.

Different Personality Attributes for a Successful Career

B

elow are certain personality attributes that can help a person to achieve the heights in professional life. No matter what is the choice of
your career, your ability and right approach towards these attributes will be the distinctive measure to get success in your career. The score

obtained by different attributes indicates your astrological potential for achievements in career.
1. Your Potential to Achieve Status in Career
Seeking a good Status in our career is an important driver to achieve success in our career. Every person looks forward to a rewarding career in
one's life. Vedic astrology has the strength to determine the career potential & can reveal how much & when one can achieve the desired heights
in his/her professional life. Seeking of High Status in our career is an important driver and our unique scope for higher performance.
You have scored 9 points out of total score of 15, as potential to achieve high status in career.
Therefore, you will reach senior most level in your chosen career . You will receive favorable support from your bosses to boost your career. You
will also be able to exert in uence and act as a mentor to others who will be working below you or with you. You will also enjoy high level of
perquisites and status commensurate with your senior management status. You may yet to reach this status in your present career so you must
work hard and remain focused in your goal because this is your potential level of success as per your chart.
2. Your Brand Value & Popularity in Career
It is a factor that plays a signi cant role in achieving the desired success in our professional life. It shows our general propensity for relationship
that how we receive others and view society. Your popularity at your work place and your inter personal relationship is also a very important driver
in achieving success in career.

You have scored 11 points out of total score of 15, as potential brand value & popularity in career.
Therefore, you will have a wide range of social circle. You will interact with people beyond your immediate professional or work circuit . You will
make a mark for yourself in corporate world because of your outstanding interpersonal skill. You may also get involved in con ict resolution or
may become an activist in taking up issues which concerns society in general. This is your potential in life, so keep doing what you are at best
either in your professional activity or in your social activity.
3. Your Pro ciency & Result Orientation in Career
Result orientation and pro ciency to complete the tasks successfully and within the time is most important driver and measure of success in our
career. Without it we have no real interests, passions, and motivations, no determination, no real intensity or ability to carry out anything to the end
and really accomplish it.
You have scored 11 points out of total score of 15, as pro ciency & result orientation in career.
Therefore, you will be known as the most result oriented manager in whatever organization you work or business that you undertake. You will
have complete clarity of vision and purpose to achieve your goal and you are unlikely to be diverted in your focus till you have completed the task
that you have undertaken.
4. Your Communication & Selling Skill in Career
Communication and Selling Potential is one of the key strength for a successful career. We have to sell our ideas, our desires and ourselves to
achieve anything in life. The life begins with selling and we have to sell our needs and desires throughout our life, no matter what is our speci c
function in our career.
You have scored 9 points out of total score of 15, as communication & selling skill in career.
You will be a good communicator provided you have researched your audience and have designed your message accordingly. You may not be
successful all the time, and sometimes your communication will go over the head of your audience, when you have not researched your audience
and have not prepared your message accordingly. However you will possess the basic skills of communication, whether it is oral communication
or written communication. The communication skill may not be natural but you will be able to acquire it through practice. You are certainly a good
salesman to push through your views and desires to others.
5. Your Strategy & Planning Skill in Career
Strategy and Planning are amongst the most essential keys to gain success in our professional life. Strategy evolves our inner creativity and
intelligence through which we capture the essence of our duties & responsibilities and how we shall be able to manifest in our day to day life.
When our strategy is right, we can think of expansion, value addition and positive growth in our life.
You have scored 10 points out of total score of 15, as strategy & planning skill in career.
Therefore, your astrological potential is such that you can be very successful in any profession, like law, nance, education etc. If you have
interest in astrology and occult subjects, you will certainly be very popular and will have very lucrative practice.
6. Your Creativity & Innovative Skill in Career
Creativity lies in one's own mind and innovation depends on one's own capability. And both the aspects are needed at every step of life, including
personal and professional life. No matter which eld of career you have chosen, the need of creativity and innovation prevails at every step of
professional career.
You have scored 12 points out of total score of 15, as creativity & innovative skill in career.
Therefore, you are extremely talented and you have natural gift to nd new ways through your creative skills, and to make better networks, no
matter where ever you go. Whether it is a reputable post of a creative director, whether you are an artist, or you have chosen any other platform.
You can easily make ways towards your success with the help of your skills.
7. Your Discipline and Responsible Attitude in Career
Discipline and Responsibility in one's attitude and approach are must for a successful career. Your disciplined and responsible attitude at your
work place, and in your inter personal relationship is also a very vital aspect in achieving success in your career.
You have scored 12 points out of total score of 15, as discipline & responsible attitude in career.
Therefore, people praise you due to your responsible and disciplined behaviour. Your persistence is your plus point at your work eld and even in
other spheres . You will make a mark for yourself in corporate world because of your outstanding disciplined and accountable attitute. You may
also achieve higher post or position in your society or o ce due to your creative approach. This is your potential in life, so be yourself and make
your best efforts to maintain it.

Your Professional Competency to Achieve Success in Career

P

rofessional core competence is an underlying characteristic of a professional that enables him/her to deliver superior performance and
achieve success in a given situation. Professional core competence consists of clusters of natural talents, attitude, knowledge and skill set.

Every human being has a peculiar professional core competence. This competency could act as a strong pillar of our professional life
It is importance to understand that you can achieve success in your profession and career if your natural talents are aligned with your work
portfolio. Getting acquainted to your professional core competence can help you make better strategies for your career and execute your
strategies to perfection.
You have scored 116 points out of total score of 160, as professional competency to achieve success in career.
Your chart indicates a good potential within you and you will achieve the senior middle management professional status in your chosen
profession. If you are in government service you can reach the senior middle level in administrative services. If you are in private sector then you
may achieve a senior middle level in a large organization. You may also be lucky if you try your luck in politics. You may to some extent also be
good in sports and may be able to win the appreciation of important people.

Karmic Indicators for your Life

K

armic indicator is the one-of-its-kind tool that depicts the true picture of our entire life. In this section, we are focusing on 3 prime karmic
indicators that help us gain an exciting insight on our lives, through 3 different and distinct lenses - Reward to Effort Ratio; Best Direction; &

Best Phase of life.
Your Effort to Reward Ratio in Professional Life
There are 3 kinds of people in this world. The rst group are very lucky that whatever efforts they make they actually get greater rewards and
recognition for their efforts compared to other people. This means they are lucky to reap more than what they sow. There are second group of
people, they reap in exact proportion to what they sow. Finally the third group is somewhat unlucky , in spite of best efforts, the reward and
recognition they get are not commensurate with their efforts. They reap less than what they sow.
Your Effort Score is : 34
Your Reward Score is : 32
Effort to Reward ratio in your chart is 0.94
Therefore, the Karmic indication in your chart is you will have to work very hard and put an extra effort if you want to keep going. Hence, you
should always be consistent in your efforts and you must give more than 100% to be able to achieve your goal.
Best Part of Your Professional Life
According to the analysis of your chart the First phase of your life will be the best phase of your life. During this phase you will enjoy your days
and will gain happiness from different areas of your life.
According to the analysis of your chart the Middle and Final phase of your life will be okay and will have normal ups and downs. During this
phase you will enjoy your life but may also face some obstacles. These problems may be related to different aspects of your life.
Best Direction for Professional Growth
Working or moving in an appropriate direction can bring you wealth & prosperity as well as protect fame and good reputation, whereas working or
moving in an inappropriate direction can harm your fame and reputation as well as make you lose money.
According to the analysis of your chart the direction West would be most bene cial for you to pursue your vocation or take any opportunity that
knocks the door of your destiny.
According to the analysis of your chart the direction East would be most challenging for you. So, it is best to avoid this direction. Your effort in
this direction may not provide you fruitful result.

Your Professional Strength and Weakness

A

particular planet in the chart will in uence your career the most than all other planets. The type of career you may choose and your
motivation will prompt you to put the effort required to achieve success in a profession. However, a planet would also show the weak area

of professional life where you should try to work and overcome from the weak area for professional life.
Strengths

The Strong Planet in your chart is Moon
You will always operate in your profession with a clear conscience and will never have regrets or a sense of guilt. You will always
be able to apply your mind effectively and imaginatively in assessing a situation. You will be extremely social in your profession.
People who will come in contact with you in your profession will be impressed with your sincerity and will be deeply affected by
the genuineness of the empathy that you feel for them. You will be extremely exible and adaptable to any situations. You will
have great resilience to accept and adapt to any changes in systems, procedures, job content and job environment. Your intuitive
power will be very strong. In many cases your intuitive assessment of situations, people and opportunities will turn out to be
more correct than well labored management analysis. Your ability to work in a group or a team will be your asset. You will have
natural talent to resolve transactional di culties in a group.
Occupations Most Suited: Educators, Trainers, Tutors, Public Relations, professions requiring psychic abilities, or having
connections with liquids, beverages, sea products, water related or seagoing industries such as the Navy, merchant marine, Coast
Guard, etc. Any activity related to groups or families of people, nursing, nurturing, as well as cooks, food preparers, visually
oriented jobs--art, lm etc, homes and shelter, hotels; activities that can turn around quickly such as import./export.
Weaknesses

The Weak Planet in your chart is Venus
You can only relate to physical and sensual pleasures. Love and beauty do not make much sense to you. You can not handle
relationships. You feel insecure. Either your expectation is too much or you sacri ce too much in a relationship. You cannot
tolerate excellence in others. You feel insecure and jealous. It is very di cult for you to sincerely appreciate achievements of
others. You cannot trust or depend on others. As a result you can never delegate responsibility to others. You will generally have a
negative outlook towards life. You may hide it under the garb of being practical and realistic or you will claim, it is your intuition.
As a result you will not be able to contribute positively when an expansion project or a new development is undertaken, where
team effort is a must. You will be a poor team player.

Trigger Points for Changes in Professional Life

A

ny change in Career with respect to job/pro le/location at the right time opens the road for opportunities. Determination of planets
in uencing tenth house of birth chart is necessary in order to know the most suitable time for change in career. Below time periods would

be trigger points to go for the change in your career.
1. Thursday, November 26 2026 TO Tuesday, May 23 2028
2. Thursday, June 15 2045 TO Monday, February 25 2047
3. Sunday, April 13 2036 TO Monday, October 19 2037
4. Saturday, August 09 2031 TO Saturday, January 29 2033

Different Career Milestones in your Life

A

strologically, there are four major milestones / turning points in a person's professional life. These milestones are based on the relation of
transiting Saturn with your natal Sun in the birth chart. Depending on your age and the stage of life you are in, the meaning of different

milestones could be different for you.
1st Milestone Periods for your Career:
It signi es "Start". This could mean Start of school education or Start of job or fresh start of a career/ business. This milestone will initiate new
beginnings and give a push to your professional or academic life.
1. Tuesday, November 15 2011 TO Tuesday, May 15 2012

2. Saturday, August 04 2012 TO Sunday, November 02 2014
3. Monday, January 28 2041 TO Tuesday, February 05 2041
4. Thursday, September 26 2041 TO Friday, December 11 2043
5. Thursday, June 23 2044 TO Monday, August 29 2044
2nd Milestone Periods for your Career:
It signi es "New Direction". This could mean that physical efforts and mental strength would be focused towards discovering a direction in life.
There will be clarity regarding the educational stream one wants to study further or the career option one wants to settle with. This could also
signify a new career option or a job change or a break in career.
1. Friday, January 24 2020 TO Thursday, April 28 2022
2. Tuesday, July 12 2022 TO Tuesday, January 17 2023
3rd Milestone Periods for your Career:
It signi es "Setback / Loss / Change". This could mean that one changes the course of education or opts for a career that is entirely different
from the current one. This also marks the beginning of a new phase like starting own business
1. Thursday, June 03 2027 TO Tuesday, October 19 2027
2. Thursday, February 24 2028 TO Tuesday, August 07 2029
3. Friday, October 05 2029 TO Tuesday, April 16 2030
4th Milestone Period for your Career:
It signi es "Peak / Climax". This could mean getting your desired quali cations / degree, reaching the peak of your career or in some cases
retirement also. This milestone represents your satisfaction level as well
1. Thursday, July 13 2034 TO Wednesday, August 27 2036

Next One year

W

e are calculating from your chart the overall outlook in your professional life for next one year. Will it be business as usual? Will you get a
major break through in you Career or is there a possibility of setback in your career.

Your chart indicates that for next one year there will be business as usual. Our advice would be to remain consistent in your effort and keep up
the good work in your present job. Do not be proactive and initiate any change but if any better opportunity knocks your door you should certainly
go for it.

Remedy

E

very person runs through the Dasha of a speci c planet out of the total nine planets as per Vimshottari Dasha system in Vedic Astrology.
The in uence of current main period/Dasha planet is more on the life of the native. During this period it is also important to strengthen the

bene c impact of the planet or decrease the male c effect of the planet, which is effective in Dasha period.
Remedy Recommendation For Present

According to your Vedic horoscope currently you are going through the sub period of Saturn in the main period of Venus till
Saturday January 3, 2026.
Planet VENUS is debilitated in your birth chart. Therefore, wearing a Planetary Yantra for Venus would be the most suitable
remedy for you during the whole main period of VENUS.
Remedy Recommendation For Life Time

According to your birth chart Planet Venus is The Lord of AscendantTherefore, Planetary Yantra for Venus will be the most
suitable remedy for you during the whole main period of Venus .

